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The output report contains the overall match with the ideal candidate proﬁle you selected, next also the match with the ideal proﬁle for individual tests and
questionnaires, and ﬁnally the individual's position on individual scales in all tests and questionnaires used. Thus you have all the necessary information for
each individual's assessment: in one place, clear, and structured. When you read the output report, we recommend paying attention not only to the overall
score, but also going through the individual results for each method. This will give you a more detailed idea of the candidate's personality and abilities.
The ﬁrst part of the output report shows the overall percentage match with the required proﬁle and the total score for all methods. The overall percentage
match is calculated for all tests and questionnaires used and it represents the most general indication of a candidates match with the required proﬁle. The
total score for all methods summarizes the candidate's match with individual tests and questionnaires and it gives a more complex and detailed view of the
individual's profile.

TOTAL RESULT ACROSS DIFFERENT METHODS

Total fit with the profile:

85.67%
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This part of the output report lists the individual's results for each method (which had been set in the Job Matching proﬁle) by placing the participant on
individual scales. This is, therefore, the most detailed information about the candidate. A short description of scales can be found below each method.

Fit with the profile:

PARTIAL RESULTS FOR
Q U E STIO N N AIRE

THE

METHOD: STRE SS

M AN AGE M E N T

87%

The Stress Management questionnaire focuses on detecting the strategies one uses to cope with pressure and stressful situations . It is used for diagnostics of
individuals in high - profile professions.
Control over the situation - Control over the situation consists of an effort to handle the stress situation by removing its cause.
Self-control - Self-control consists of and effort to not have the effect of stress visible on oneself, contain oneself and one´s emotions.
Support in others - Support in others consists of a tendency to share problems with others, which leads to release of tension and ability to get a different
view on the subject from others.
Self-assurance - Self-assurance consists of a belief that the person manages to handle the problems and strengthens from this experience and the gravity of
the stress situation is in general perceived as a lower one.
Externalisation of blame - Externalisation of blame consists of a tendency to release tension by blaming external circumstances (colleagues, situation, etc.)
Compensation - Compensation consists of looking for solutions how to relieve stress by doing some pleasant activities that renew psychological well-being.
Avoidance - People that use the avoidance strategy often tend to run away from problems, they do not want to deal with them. They tend to be passive
and unwilling to accept responsibility.
Resignation - Resignating people tend to solve stress situations at ﬁrst, but they lose will to do so quickly. This leads to escaping the situation with feeling of
guilt and helplessness.
Detachment - People that prefer isolation during stress do not want to share their problems with others, because they think that nobody can help them with
their problems.
Exaggeration - For people scoring high on this scale, exaggerating problems is typical. They therefore invest a lot of effort into solving the problem.
Self-blaming - Self-blaming people tend to perceive stress as a result of their own mistakes. This leads to excessive looking for one´s own faults and
oversensivity to criticism.
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Attachment - People that attach to problems have a tendency to think about them and analyze them all the time. This can lead to a solution, but at the same
time, it lowers their psychological well-being.
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Fit with the profile:

PARTIAL RESULTS FOR THE METHOD: M AN AGE RIAL STY L E Q U IC K

88%

The Managerial Style questionnaire observes the preference of speciﬁc managerial styles . It is designed mainly for manager development and for
candidates for manager positions.
Leader - Leader consist of visions for which he/she tries to make people enthusiastic. He is convincing, uses internal motivation of people and leaves them
large amount of freedom in their chosen solution of a problem.
Puller - Puller consists of assigning work and motivating to its completion. He/she is oriented on a process and a division of competences and praises for
good performance.
Perfectionist - Perfectionist consists of an orientation on precision and detail. He/she carefully checks work of his/her subordinates and expects a high
quality of outputs.
M aximalist - Maximalist consists of expecting loayality and readiness to complete set goals. A good performance is a standard for him/her. He/she is risk
oriented.
Pacesetting - Pacesetting manager consists of an emphasis on great results. He decides independently and communicates goals clearly. He expects
following of procedures.
Coaching - Coaching manager consists of an ability to correctly estimate abilites of his/her subordinates and an ability to support them. He/she uses
supervision, hands experience over and tries to develop his/her subordinates.
Affiliative - Afﬁliative manager consists of a necessity to have good relationships in a team. He/she prefers participative style of making decisions and
always listen to his/her subordinates.
Democratic - Democratic manager consists of a preference of initiative and active subordiates. He/she gives them space, delegates competences and
prefers teamwork with a space for self-realization.
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Fit with the profile:

PARTIAL RESULTS FOR THE METHOD: C ARE E R C O M P ASS

73%

The Career Compass enables mapping of one's motivational structure in their work environment . It is most useful when an HR worker or an individual need
to get a better idea of work motivation and career plans.
Recognition and praise - Recognition and praise consists of a need to gain respect from colleagues and superior, finding positive feedback and praise.
Working as a team - Working as a team consists of a need of having a good environment in team or company, friendly relationships and mutual trust.
Personal development - Personal development consists of a need to get new knowledge and skills and finding feedback.
Content of the w ork - Content of the work consists of a need to have various tasks and a preference of creative work.
Responsibility and influence - Responsibility and influence consist of a need to have competences and manage one´s own work and other people.
Promotion - Promotion consists of a need to satisfy one´s ambition, get influence, prestige and status.
Results and success - Successful results consist of a need to achieve outstanding results, competitiveness and ambitions.
M oney and rew ard - Money and reward consist of a need to have an income based on results, high financial pay and benefits.
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Fit with the profile:

PARTIAL RESULTS FOR THE METHOD: M U LTIFAC TO R P E RSO N AL ITY
P RO FIL E

85%

The Multifactor Personality Proﬁle is designed for mapping of basic personality traits. It is based on an extended version of the MBTI method, enriched with
further scales to allow a finer definition of personality types. It is intended for all types of work positions and can be used for the purposes of hiring as well as
personal development.
Introversion - Living on the inside, judiciousness, contemplativeness, ability to concentrate on activities, reservedness, not entering into communication.
Extraversion - Living on the outside, liveliness, vivacity, establishing numerous relationships, superficiality, restlessness, lower concentration.
Cooperation - Submissive settings, oriented on cooperation, support of others, openness up to compliance and shyness.
Assertiveness - Dominant settings, need to influence other people and events, connected with competitiveness or even rivalry and aggression.
Senses - Focus on details, particulars, the here and now of things, facts, excessive attention to detail, inability to gain perspective.
Intuition - Focus on the whole, perspective, orientation on the future and strategizing and vision related with it, lack of structuredness, disrespect of reality,
vagueness.
Deliberation - Focus on and respect for risks, forethought, account of rules and codes, up to anxiousness and insistence on threats.
Self-assurance - Focus on opportunity, need for self-fulfilment, ambition or even unshakeable confidence and optimism, tendency to risk and irresponsibility.
Feeling - Decisions based on needs and wishes of others, deep empathy, altruism, need to avoid hurting anyone at any cost, need for acceptance, up to
over-sensitivity in relationships and in face of criticism.
Thinking - Decisions based on logic, rational judgment, consistent rationality, need for high performance and effectiveness, directness or even harshness,
lack of tact.
Adaptability - Tendency to adapt, to respect external conditions, up to fickleness and vagueness.
Independence - Tendency to adjust and change everything around to one's own liking, up to egocentrism and ruthlessness.
Closeness - Planning and consistent implementation of planned steps, tendency to take decisions for unalterable, resistance to change.
Openness - Need to look for original new solutions, tendency to always start afresh, change of procedure even when it is not efficient.
Stability - Need for calmness, stability, and for steady, well-known and unchangeable conditions, up to laziness and disinterest.
Activity - Need for activity, events, changes and new impulses, restlessness, being overloaded.
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Fit with the profile:

PARTIAL RESULTS FOR THE METHOD: V E RB AL AB IL ITY B ASIC

100%

The Verbal Ability Test is a performance test which measures verbal abilities in four areas: analysis, synthesis, vocabulary, and promptness under time
pressure. It is designed for positions where the ability to express oneself well is essential: sales representatives, phone operators, consultants, etc.
Analysis - Shows quality of solution in analysis - an ability to find relationships between expressions.
G eneralization - Shows quality of solution in generalization - finding a superior expression to certain words.
vocabulary - Shows quality of solution in vocabulary - an ability to find adequate synonyms to a given expression.
Readiness under time pressure - Shows quality of solution in readiness under time pressure - an ability to work effectively and use one´s capacity even in
stress.
Speed of solution - Speed of solution shows the number of tasks that were solved in given time limit, without taking into account whether the solutions
were right.
Quality of solution - The quality scale describes the portion of correctly resolved tasks compared to all tasks resolved by the respondent.
Total results - Total result of the test shows the number of correctly solved tasks out of total number of solved tasks.
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